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GEOFFREY KHAN 

The number ofArabie papyri from the first two lslamic centuries that have been preserved 

is relatively small. Papyri from the third century A.H. are far more numeroùs and constitute 

the bulk of most collections. In this paper 1 publish an Arabie legal document from A.H. 77 

(A.D.707), which is in the Michaelides collection of papyri at Cambridge University 
Library. It is one of the earliest extant Arabie legal papyri. The document is a quittance 
(barâ' a) drawn up by a certain Sa'ïd ibn Qays al-Dallalï to certifY that Jamïla, the 
freedwoman of 'Umm Hunayda, is cleared of obligation to him after the payment of a 
sum of seven dïnars. This sum was delivered as payment for a portion of a house. 

Cambridge University Library, Michaelides P. 744 B. Brown papyrus 

15.4 cm x 12.9 cm. There is a joint of two papyrus sheets 7 cm from the top of the 
document. The script runs perpendicular to the papyrus fibres (Fig. r).1 

* Abbreviations: ABPH W. Diem, Arabische Briefe auf Papyrus und Papier aus der Heidelberger Papyrus
Sammlung (Wiesbaden, 1991); ALAD = G. Khan, Arabie Legal and Administrative Documents in the Cambridge 
Genizah Collections (Cambridge, 1993); APEL = A. Grohmann, Arabie Papyri in the Egyptian Library, 6 vols. 
(Caire, 1934-'74); APK G. Khan, Arabie Papyri ofthe 7th ta loth Centuries (Oxford, 1993); BAU Aegypdsche 
Urkunden aus den koeniglichen Museen zu Berlin, herausgegeben von der Generalverwaltung, Arabische 
Urkunden [ed. L. Abel] (Berlin, 1896-1900); CPA = A. Grohmann and R. G. Khoury, Chrestomathie de 
papyrologie arabe, préparée par Adolf Grohmann, retravaillée et élargie par Ralf Georges Khoury (Leiden-New 
y ork-Koln) 1993; DJD II = P. Benoit, J T. Milik and R. De Vaux, Discoveries in the judaean Desert Il; Les 
Grottes de Murabba'tÎt (Oxford, 1961); EN III C. J Kraemer Jr.. Excavations at N,ssana. VoL III. Non-literary 
Texts (Princeton, 1958) ;jESHO = journal ofthe Economie and Social History of the Orient; MichaeJides p, Papyri 
formerly in the collection ofG. Michaelides, now in the possession of Cambridge University Library; P. Mich, 

p, J Sijpesteijn, The Aphrodite Papyri in the University ofMichigan Papyrus Collection (P, Mich, XIII) (Zutphen, 
1977); SAPKC = G. Khan, Arabie Papyri. Selected Material from the Khalili Col/ection (Oxford, 1992); SGEA 
S. Hopkins, Studies in the Crammar ofEorly Arabie, Based upon Papyri Datable la bifore 300 A.H./912 A.D, (Oxford, 
1984), 

1 1 am grateful to the syndics of Cambridge University Library for graming me permission te publish this 
manuscript, 

JRAS. s";,, 3. 4, l (>994), pp. 357-368 
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7· 'A/if maq~üra in I~I Îs represented by an 'alif Înstead of a ya'; cf. Hopkins, SGEA 
§ 12e. For the orthography ..,.uJl see the note on line 6. The word ~)'! is split between this 9 
line and the next. Such word-splitting is attested in papyri from the fust two centuries A.H. 10 

8. The name "......... couId be read as l;Iimyar, l;Iumayr or l;Iumayyir; cf. al-J]ahabî, a/II 

Mustabih, p. 174, Ibn l;Iajar, Tab$fr, p. 464. 12 
10. For the orthography ..,.uJ1 see note 6. For the name Mih:mar see al-J]ahabï, a/

MuItabih,pp. 423,471, Ibnl;Iajar, Tab~rr, pp. 1255, 1270.MS:..,....,u. Thisnamedoesnotappear 
in the onomastica. lt is probably a variant of 'Uqayba; cf. W. Caskel and G. Strenziok, 
Gamharat an-Nasab. Das genea/ogische Werk des HiSam ibn Mubammad a/-Ka/br (Leiden, 
1966), l, pp. SI, 224· The long ii after the' ayn in the nisba al-Ma'aflrï is not represented by 
a mater lectionis «S~I). 

11. The top of the irutial 'alif and liim and the bottom of the second ' alif in the word 
..... [~I]are visible. The conjunction wa- is written at the end of the line. This is another 
example of word-splitting (see the note of line 7). dat; 

12. The long a in lamanïn is not represented by a mater /ectionis ('-"'""'). at t 
Gn 
27

Verso 1 

1. The writing of the fmt three words i5 very faint. A gap is left between the words 
~ and .::..l,..... Such gaps are found also in the addresses written on the verso of 
letters. 

Translation 
Recto 

1. In the name of God, the merciful and compassionate. 
2. A quittance for Jamïla, the freedwoman of 'Umm Hunayda, 

3· from seven dinars, which she paid to Sa'ïd ibn 

4· Qays al-Yal:t~ibï al-Dallalï, as the price of the portion2 


5· which she shared with Sa'ïd 


6. of the house of pibab ibn 'Âmir al-Lakmï al-Malikï, 

7· (who) bought it from Hisam ibn Jabir 'al-Lakmî, 


8. J amfIa, thereby, becoming clear of obligation to Sa'id with regard to them. 3 

2 In later documents (from the third century A.H. onwards) the term used for a portion ofa house is usually !tii!a p. ]
or sahm (literally "share"); cf. al-Tal}.awi, Kitab a!-surü! al-kahïr, ed. Wakin in The Function ofDocumel1ts i" Islamie 

Law (Albany, 1972), text pp. 52-9, Ibn al-Sayrafi, in al-Nuwayri, Nihiiyat a/-'arab jlfimün al-'odab IX (Cairo, 1: 

193 1), p. 24· The word qi(o corresponds more dosely to the terms used in Byzantine Greek (p.'po,) and Jewish 

Aramaic (bwlq') formularies; cf. P. Mich. pp. 662: 18,665:9, S. Assaf, TIIe Book of Shetarath of R. Hai Caon 

(Jerusalem, 1930), pp. 37-8. Sorne later Arabie formula ries, however, still retain the term qi(a, e.g. al-Fatiiu>ii a/

'Alamgiriyya, ed. Calcutta (1835), vi, p. 427. 


3 I.e. the seven dinars. 
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Witnessed by J:Iimyar 

9. ibn Sar~i1~ïl al-KaLï'ï al-Sulafî, Hisâm 

ID. ibn Jabir al-LaJçmï, MiJçmar ibn 'Uqayb al-Ma'afirï 

IL al-Lil:1yanï and Sa'ïd ibn Qays al-Oallalï for himself. 


12. It wa5 written in Rajab of the year 88. 4 

Verso 

I. (Contained) herein i5 a quittance for Jamrta, the freedwoman of 'Umm Hunayda. 

Script 

Independent 'alif is perpendicular and does not bend at the bottom. In Arabie documents 
datable to the first two centuries A.H. independent 'alif very frequently bends to the right 
at the bottom. Several cases of forms without the bend are, neverthdess, attested, see B. 

Gruendler, The Development of Arabie Scripts (Atlanta, 1993), p. 35, Khan, SAPKC, pp. 
27-8. Final'alif sometÎmes extends below the connecting stroke and sometimes does not. 

Initial ba' and la' sometimes slant to the left. This is common in medial position in the 
script of other early documents but not in initial position (Gruendler, pp. 39, 41). 

Dai has an upward bend at the top. This is less pronounced than in most other 
documents from the first two centuries A.H. (Gruendler, p. 54, Khan, SAPKC, pp. 29-31) . 

.)ad and lj.iid are horizontally extended with paraUel horizontal strokes, as is characteristic 
of documentary script from the first two centuries A.H. (Gruendler, p. 71, Khan, SAPKC, 
p. 	31). 

The hasta of ta' slants to the right. This is characteristic of the early script, but is not a 
regular feature (Gruendler, p. 75). 

In two instances the horizontal stroke of initial'ayn is extended to the right (u"}tSJ!, 9, 
~, 7). In one instance the stroke is not extended (>"~, 6). The horizontal extension of 
the stroke is often found in the early script (Gruendler, p. 79, Khan, SAPKC, pp. 32-3). 

Medial 'ayn has the form of a Joop. 
Initial kiif is horizontaUy extended with the upper stroke paraUd with the lower stroke. 

The upper stroke bends upwards at the left end (Gruendler, p. 90, Khan, SAPKC, pp. 
34-6). Medial kàfhas a similar shape in u"}tSJ! (9) but in uSW!(6) it is more compressed and 
the upper tip bends downwards, as is found in documentary script from the third century 
A.H. 	(Khan, SAPKC, p. 41). 

Mïm usually has an open Joop (Gruendler, P.99). 

The stroke of final nün extends downwards below the hne of writing (Gruendler, 
p. 	103). Medial nün sometimes slants to the right. 

Independent ha' has a stroke slanting upwards extending from the right side (Gruendler, 
p. 	107). 

The loop of waw is sometimes open and sometimes closed. 

4 June-July A.D. 707. 
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Final and independent ya 1S sometimes horizontally extended to the right and 

sometimes bends round to the left (Gruendler, p. II), Khan, SAPKC, pp. 37-8). In the 

words .)\ (3) and ~\ (4) the final ya' extends vertically downwards from the bottom 
of the preceding letter and gradually bends to the left towards the bottom. 

Commentary 

The nisbas of the men mentioned in this document are those of Arab tribes of South 

Arabian origin, many of whose members entered Egypt with the conquering Muslim 
armies and settled in the newly founded city of Fus~a:~. Sa'ïd ibn Qays al-Yal;t~ibï lumma 
al-Dallalï (recto 3-4) belonged to the f;Iimyar group of tribes. The nisba al-DaUali 

presumably refers to Dalla:I ibn 'Awf, who was a descendant of Yal;t~ib. Most of the tribe 

of Yal;t~ib were dwelling in the region of f;Iim~ in Syria at tlte time of the rise ofIslam" 
f;Iimyar ibn Saral;tïl ai-KaIa'ï lumma al-SulaÎl (recto 8-9) was related to the family of Qü 

al-Kala', who also belonged to the f;Iimyar group. Sulaf was a subdivision of the Qü al
KaIa:" named after al-Sulaf (or al-Suluf) ibn Yaqtan. Like the Yal;t~ib tribe, the Qü al-Kala' 

had moved north to Syria by the time of the rise ofIslam and dwelt in the region off;Iim~. 
They entered Egypt from Syria with the Muslim armies.6 l)iMb ibn 'Amir al-Lakmï al

Maliki: (recto 6) and HiSam ibn Jabir al-Lakmï (recto 7, 9-IO) were of the tribe of Lakm, 
which belonged to the Qal;t~an group. Many members of the tribe ofLakm entered Egypt 
from Syria with the conquering Arab armies. The second nisba of l)iba:b, i.e. al-Malikï, 
may be referring to Malik ibn 'Adï, which was an alternative name of Lakm ibn 'Adï, 

the eponymous ancestor of the tribe. The absence of the word lumma between the two 

nisbas supports this interpretation. At the beginning of the Islamic period the Lakm had 
been practically absorbed by the sister tribe ofJugam but the epithet al-Lakmï remained. 

It is probably for this reason that it was felt nece5sary to add the second nisba al-Malikï in 

the case of someone who was a direct descendant of Lakm. 7 Mikmar ibn 'Uqayb al
Ma'afirï lumma al-Lil;tyanï (recto 10-11) was of the tribe of al-Ma'afir, which also belonged 

to the Qal;ttan group. Most of al-Ma'afir settled in Egypt. AI-Lil;tya:nï must have been a 
subdivision of al-Ma'a:fir, though this i5 not recorded in the tribal genealogies. 

Districts of Fustat were named after the tribes Y al;t~ib, Qü al-Kala', Lakm and al
Ma'afir.8 

The structure of our document is similar to that ofother quittances that are extant from 

the second century A.H. 9 We may analyse this as follows: 

(1) Opening rubric naming the document of quittance, the beneficiary and the sum 

from which the beneficiary has been released: bara'a Ii-Jamïla mawlat Hunayda min sab'at 

danânïr. 

5 Al-Sarn'ânï, Ki/iib al-'ansiib (Hyderabad, 1962tl:), xiii, p. 483: al-Kalbi,jamharat aI-nasab i, p. 278, ii, p. 589. 
The vocalization Yahsub is found in sorne sources. 

6 Al-Sarn'ânï vii, p'. 169, xi, pp. 186-90: al-Kalbï i, p. 277, ii, pp. 236, 518. 
7 AI-Kalbi, jamharat aI-nasab, i, p. 176, ii, p. 375: Encyclopaedia of Islam, second edition, article" Lakhrn ". 
8 AI-Maqt'ïzi, Kitiib al-mawii'iz wa-I-'i' tibiir bi-rlikr al-lti!al wa-/-'ii!iir (Bülâq, 1853), i, pp. 297-8: al-Qalqasandï, 

Kitiib ~ublJ al-'a'sii (Cairo, 1903-18), pp. 331-2. 
9 SAPKC 9 (A.H. 104), David-Weill,jESHO. XXI, no. 24 (A.H. 123), CPA no. 49 (185). [For abbreviations sec 

the beginning of the article.] 
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(2) Report in objective style (3rd person) of the legal act that resulted in the clearance 

of the debtor from the debt: d<ifa'atha 'Ua Sa'ïd ibn Qays .. .faqad bari'at mitlha jamï/a 'Ua 
Sa'rd. The expression barfa fu/ân min kaga wa-kada 'i/â fulân is found in other early 

quittances, e.g. David-Weill,jESHO XXI, no. 24 (A.H. 123),10 CPA no. 49 (A.H. 18S) and 
in several extant Arabic quittances written in Afgha~istan in the middle of the second 

century A.H. ll It is also found in the document of sale dated A.H. 20S published by Touey 
(bart' a minhâ 'Af ida 'ilayhim, read so!) .12 A similar phrase was used by the jurists of the 

second and third centuries in their formularies for documents of sale, e.g. fa-bari' a fulatl 'Ua 

fulân minjami' a/-laman (Yüsufibn }5.alid, d. 189/8oS); wa-bari'a ilayhi minhu CAbü Zayd, 
third century A.H.).lS AI-Tal:tawï preferred a formula with the causative form of the verb 
'abra'a, in which the vendor is said to have cleared the purchaser after receipt of the price 
(wa-'abra'ahu min jami'ihi)14 and this became the normal formula in documents from the 
Fa~imid period .15 

(3) List of the men who acted as witnesses: sahida fulan ibn fulan etc. 
(4) Indicatiqn of the date on which it was written: wa-kutiba jr Rajab sanat lamanin wa

lamânîn. 
The list ofwitnesses includes four men, the last ofwhom is the creditor, Sa'ïd ibn Qays, 

who granted the release to the debtor. It 15 stated that Sa'ïd acted as witness" for himself" 
(sahida ... Sa'ïd ibn Qays al-Dallai; 'a/a n<ifsihi). This phrase is found also in the quittance 
SAPKC no. 9 (A.H. I04): Jahida 'Abdallâh ibn Sulaym wa-Sulaym ibtl ' Abwar 'a/â n<ifsihi wa
'Abd al-Malik ibn Ayyüb. Sulaym ibn 'Al].war is the conceding party who grants the 
quittance. The sense of Jahida fulan 'ala nafsihi was that so-and-so was present and that the 
undertaking described in the document was legally binding on him. This formula does not 

occur in any known Arabic legal document after SAPKC no. 9 (A.H. 1(4). There is an echo 
ofit, however, in the phrase wa-'ashada(hum) 'ala nafsihi "he called upon them to be his 
witnesses", which is found in legal documents from the third cent ury A.H. onwards. 16 In 

the texts of the jurists from the second century A.H. onwards one finds the expressionfulan 
,aqarra 'ala nafsihi in the sense of "someone acknowledged something binding himself", 

e.g. al-Sara!çsï, citing al-Saybânï (Kitâb al-mabsüf jr al-furü' [Cairo, 1906~I3J, xxx, p. 69): 
Ii'anna 'iqrâr a/-mar'a 'ala nafsiha bujja wa-'ala gayr nafsiha laysa bi-bujja "for the 
acknowledgement ofa woman binding herself is a proofbut an acknowledgement binding 
someone else is not a proof"; al-Tal:tawï (Kitab al-surüf al-kabir, ed. Wakin, text, p. 200): 

10 The reading of David-Weill must be corrected to faqad bari'a minhil .. .' ilii. 
11 These documents are in the possession of a private collector. 
12 C. C. Torrey, .. An Arabie papyrus dated 205 A.H.",JAOS, LVI (1956), pp. 288~2. 
13 Cited by al-Tai:lawï, Kitab ai-rurül al-kabir, ed. Wakin, text, p. 15. 14 Ed. Wakin, text, pp. 3, Ij-{). 

15 G. Frantz-Murphy, .. A comparison ofArabie and earlier Egyptian contract formularies, Part IV: Quittance 
formulas",JNES, XLVII (1988), pp. 269-271, ALAD, p.24. 

16 ALAD, p. 203; al-Tal;1liwi, Kitilb a/-rurüI a/-kabïr ed. J. Schacht, Sitzungsberichte der Heide/berger Akademie der 
Wissenschaften. Philosophisch-historisehe Klasse, 4. Abhandlung (Heidelberg, 1927), p. JI: 13. One of the earliest 
examples from extant documents is found in Michaelides P. B 386 (A.H. 260). See also below. Sorne documents 
from the Ottoman period include among the closing formulae the phrase qiibilllhll 'a/a naftihi fu/an: .. so-and-so 
accepts it as binding" (see R. Y. Ebied and M. J. L. Young, Some Arabie Legal DOCl/ments of tl.f Ottowa" Period 
[Leiden, 1976], pp. 13. 14). 

http:onwards.16
http:A.H.).lS
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rajullaw 'aqarra Ii-rajul bi-mal 'ala naftihi "if a man acknowledges to another man that a 

debt is incumbent upon him ". This formula is found in the papyrus Michaelides P. B 1410 
(A.H. 272): fa-'aqarra Teodor ibn Bu/rus 'ala naftihi 'anna jamï' ma wU$ifa ... li-waladihi 
"Theodor ibn Butrus acknowledged in a legally binding way that al! that has been 
described belongs to his son". 

There are parallels to the witness formula sahidafulan 'ala nafsihi in Aramaic and Hebrew 
legal documents dating from the first half of the first millennium A.D. from the Judaean 
desert and Dura Europos. These documents are mostly written in subjective style (Ist 
person). In many of the documents from the Judaean Desert datable to the first two 
centuries A.D. the party who draws up the document (referred to in the Ist person in 

documents in subjective style) signs his or her name followed by the phrase '1 nfsh. If this 

person has written the document himself, the signature is either X'1nJSh (DJD il, 24C [A.D. 

133]) or X '1 nJSh ktbyh "X has written il for himself" (Y. Yadin. Israel EXplorationJournal, 
XII (1962), p. 237). If someone else has written the document, the person for whom the 

document is drawn up signs X '1 nJSh; cf. DJD ii, 18 (A.D. 55-56), 19 (A.D. Il 1?), 21 (second 
century A.D.), 24d (A.D. 133),17 30 (A.D. 134). If the signa tory was unable to write he 
instructed someone else to write his signature for him. This was sometimes indicated by 
the formula X '1 nJSh/nJSw ktb Y m'mrh "X for himself, Y wrote (the signature) at his 1 

instruction" (Yadin, Israel Oriental Journal XII, pp. 252-4). seC! 

Sorne Hebrew documents from the Judaean Desert from the second century A.D. have list 

signatures stating that so-and-so requested the document: X'1nJSh s" lh ktb "X requested the Att 

document for himself" (DJD ii, p. 143), X '1 nJSh hktbyn S['lh] "X requested this double fin! 

document" (DJD ii, 29 [A.D. 133])· ma 

The Syriac deed of sale from Dura Europos (P. Dura 28) written in A.D. 243 has the 
format of an acknowledgement in the Ist person by the vendor. The vendor, however, Mi 

was illiterate and the document was written for her by a scribe. The vendor attaches the om 

signature: 'wrly' mtr't' brt smny mzbnnyt' '1 npsh ihd' "Aurelia Mat-Tar'atha, daughter of 
Shamnai, the seller, testifies for herself." 18 This is closest to the formula sahida X 'ala nafsihi, 
which i5 found in the early Arabie documents. 

Cognates also of the Arabic legal terms bara'a and barfa are found in the Aramaic and 

Nabatean documents from the Judaean désert datable to the first two centuries A.D.: 

w'bryt ytky "and l have cleared you", mn kl' ktbt mbr' ytky "1 have written clearing you wr 

from anything ", k~lyqt zbny' wbr'wn<y>' "according to the norm ofsales and quittances", of 

k~lyqt mmt' wbr' wny' "according to the norm of gifts and quittances" .19 cIa 

Sorne of the elements in our document clearly have pre-Islamic roots. It should be wi' 

noted, however, that there are considerable differences between the general format of our dal 

document and that of the eartier documents discussed above. Most of the earlier 
documents which concern a le gal obligation are in subjective style and are presented as an 
acknowledgement by the party drawing up the document. The format of legal 

de, 
trac 

2 

17 According to the reading of Yadin, Israel Oriental ]Of<rna/, XII, p. 254. tex 
18 J. A, Goldstein. "The Syriac bill ofsale from Dura-Europos",]ournal ofNear Eastern Srudies, XXV (1966), 

pp. 3. 7· 19 Cited by J. Greenfield in]erusalem Srudies in Arabie and Islam, XV (1992), pp. II-IZ, 17, 
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acknowledgements does not appear in the Arabic legal papy ri from Egypt before the third 

century A.H. It was in use, however, by Muslim legal scholars in Iraq by the second ha If 

of the second century A.H. 20 Moreover, unlike the aforementioned pre-Islamic documents, 

the Arabic documents from the early Islamic period contain only a Iist of witnesses and not 

autograph signatures written by the witnesses themse!ves. Autograph witness clauses are 

absent also from other documents datable to the first two centuries A.H., e.g. the Arabic 

version of the bilingual document from Nessana EN III, no. 56 (A.H. 67),21 the quittances 

SAPKC 9 (A.H. 104), David-Weill,jESHO XXI, no. 24 (A.H. 123), CPA no. 49 (A.H. 185). 

A document attributed to 'Alï ibn 'Abi Talib (A.H. 39), whieh is recorded by al-Tal}awï, 
also closes with a simple list of wÎtnesses: sahida 'ala galika 'Ubaydallah ibn' Abf Rafi' wa
Hayyaj ibn 'Abr Hayyaj wa-kataba 'Air ibn 'Abr Talib 'umm al-kitab bi-yadihi li-'asr layalî 
~alawn min jumada al-'ala min sanat lis' wa-lalalïn: "'Ubaydallah ibn 'Abï Rafi' and Hayyâj 

ibn 'Abï Hayyaj witnessed that. 'Alï ibn 'Abï Talih wrote the original document with his 

hand on loth Jumâda 1 of the year 39".22 According to al-Fatawa al-'Alamgrriyya23 the 

earIiest Iraqi legal scholars such as 'Abu Banifa (d. 150/767), 'Abu Yusuf (d. 182/798) and 

al-Saybânï (d. 189/805) at the end oftheir formularies sim ply wrote sahida followed by a 

list of witnesses. 

A collection of Arabie legal documents written in Afghanistan in the middle of the 

second century A.H. has recently come to light. 24 Those which refer to witnesses sim ply 

list their names at the end of the text, as in Egyptian documents from the same period. 
Attached to the documents from Afghanistan there are clay seals bearing the stamp or 

fmgernail print of the witnesses. One document states explicity that the witnesses and the 

man drawing up the documents set their seal to it: wa-'a~tama Muslim wa-l-suhad. 
The earliest document known to me that mentions autograph signatures is the lease 

Michaelides P. B 59, which is dated A.H. 180. At the end ofthis document it is stated that 

one of the two wÎtnesses wrote a testimony with his own hand (wa-kataba shahdahu bi
yadihi), though no autograph signature appears at the bottom of the document. This 

document was witnessed by a second person, with regard to whom Ît is stated as follows: 

sahida 'ala galika jabir ibn'Abd al-J::lamïd ... wa-kutiba kitab sahadatihi bi-' amrihi: "Jâbir ibn 
'Abd al-l;Iamïd witnessed that. His document of testimony was written (for him) at his 

instruction H. The reference to "his document of testimony" implies that the witnesses 

wrote their testimonies in the form of separate documents. Other documents from the end 

of the second and the beginning of the third centuries A.H. do not bear autograph witness 

clauses but nevertheless contain references to testimonies being written by the hand of the 

witness or by a' scribe on behalf of the witness, e.g. Michaelides P. BIll (wa-sahida 'ala 
galika fulâtl wa-kataba sahadatahu bi-~aH yadihi wa-fulan wa-katab fulan bi-'amrihi wa

20 See G. Khan. "The pre-Isla mie background of Muslim legal formularies", forthcoming in Aral/!. 
21 The Greek version of this bilingual document, by contrast. does have an autograph witnes; clause. This is 

clear evidence that the Arabie legal formula ries had a considerable independence from the Greek formulary 
traditions at this carly period; cf. G. Khan, "The pre-Islamic background of Muslim legal formularies". 

22 AI-Tal:Jawï, Kilâb al-Juril! al-kabir, in J. Wakin. The Funetiotl of Documents in lslamie Law (Albany, I972), 

text, p. 7. 
23 Ed. Calcutta (I835) vi, p. 422. 

24 This is now in the possession of a private collector in London. 
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ma~#arihi), Michaelides P. B 754 (wa-kataba bi-~attihi), Michaelides P. B 599 (dated A.H. 

225: wa-sahida fu/an 'a/a 'iqrar fu/an ... wa-kataba fu/an sahâdatahu bi-'amrihi wa-fulan wa
kataba bi-yadihi). The witness formulae at the end of the document of sale dated A.H. 205 

published by Torrey UAOS, LVI) are of a similar nature. 
Legal documents containing autograph witness clauses written at the bottom of the text 

are attested in Egypt from the beginning of the third century A.H. onwards.25 

It would appear that in the first one and a half centuries of Islam witnesses only gave 
oral testimony. This was sometimes confirmed by seais. It was only from the end of the 
second century A.H. onwards that autograph witness clauses were written. At first these 
were not attached to the !egal document itself. The autograph signatures were written at 
the bottom of the text of the documents from the third century onwards. 

Arabic quittances written in Afghanistan in the middle of the second century A.H., 

which have recently come to light, have a slightly different format from the Egyptian 
quittances. The opening formula of sorne of them corresponds to that of early Arabic 
letters: haga kitab min fu/an ibn fulan: "This is a writing from so-and-so son of 50-and-50." 
The main body of the document is in subjective style (Ist person) in contrast to the 
objective style (3rd person) of the Egyptian documents. This epistolary format has parallels 
in Byzantine Greek legal documents of the type known as X"'poypa4ov.26 Three basic 
formularies can be distinguished: 

(1) haga kitab min fu/an ibn fulan. barâ'a li-fulan ibn fu/an. 'innî qaba#tu minkaj'innak 
'addayta 'ilayya kaga wa-kagâ. qaba#tu galika minka wa-bari'ta 'ilayya minha. wa-kutiba 
ff. .. "This is a document from so-and-so son of so-and-so. A quittance for so-and-so son 
of so-and-so. 1 have received from you/You have paid to me such-and-such. 1 have 
received that and you have become free of obligation to me with regard to il. It was 
written on ... " 

(2) hiilfâ kitâb bara'a min fulan ibn fu/ân li-fulân ibn fu/ân. 'Inn! qabagtu minkaj'innak 
,addayta 'ilayya kaga wa-kagâ. qabagtu gâlika minka wa-bari'ta 'ilayya minhâ. wa-kutiba 
fL .. "This is a document of quittance from so-and-so son of so-and-so for so-and-so son 
of so-and-so ... " 

(3) hagihi bara'a min }il/an ibn fulan li-julan ibn fu/an. 'inn! qabagtu minkaj'innak 'addayta 
'ilayya kaga wa-kaga. qabagtu giilika minka wa-bari'ta 'ilayya minhâ. wa-kutiba fL.. "This is 
a quittance from so-and-so son of so-and-so ... " 

At a later period, records ofa quittance granted by a private individual on the repayment 
of a debt were embedded in documents with the format of acknowledgements Ciqrarat). 
These had been introduced into Egypt by the third century A.H. Separate bara'ât 
documents were still used for a time after the introduction of' iqrarat, e.g. Michaelides P. 

25 E.g. APEL 89 (A.H. 209), APK 187 (A.H. 210), APEL 126 (A.H. 225), APEL 98 (A.II. 236), APEL 56 (A.H. 

239), APEL 114 (A.H. 241), APEL 127 (A.H. 247), APEL 93 (A.H. 251), Michaelides P. B 601 (A.H. 262), APEL 
39 (A.H. 264), Michaelides P. B 287 (A.H. 264), APEL 128 (A.II. 270), APEL 124 (A.H. 271), APEL 129 (A.H. 272), 
Michaelides P. B 1410 (A.H. 272), APEL 52 (A.H. 274), APEL 41 (A.H. 279), Michaelides P. B 134 (A.H. 280), 
Michaelides P. B 152 (A.H. 283), APEL 100 (A.H. 284). APEL 121 (A.H. 284). APEL 142 (A.H. 298). APEL 143 (A.H. 

298). 
26 See P. Meyer,j"ristische Papyr;: Erkliinmg VOn Urkunden ZUr E;nfiihrung in die jllristische Papyrllskunde (Berlin, 

1920), pp. 108, 1I2-13. 
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B 430 (A.H. 238), BAU 7 (A.H. 260).27 It is signifIcant that the Iraqijurist Yüsufibn g.a:lid 

(d. 189/805) and his pupil Hila:l ibn Yalna: are reported to have written a work known as 
Kitlib al-'iqrlir wa-I-barii'iit, implying that the barii'a existed independently of the 'iqriir at 

that period. 28 By the Fa~imid period in Egypt, however, quittances usually had the form 
of acknowledgements. Such documents record the formai acknowledgement by the 
crediter of the debtor's release from obligation. It was far more elaborate and legally secure 

than the simple quittances of the early period. Their structure was as follows: 
(1) Opening formula referring in objective style to the legal act of acknowledging: 

'aqarra fullin ibn fullin. 

(2) This is immediately followed by a clause indicating that the acknowledger called 
people to act as his witnesses: wa-'ashada 'ala nafsihi.29 

(3) Then the legal capacity of the acknowledger is confirmed by the following phrase, 
or variants of it: fi fihl,ll,1.at •aqlihi wa-badanihi wa-jawaz 'amrihi ta' i'an gayr mukrah wa-la 

mujbar wa-la mu~tahad wa-la jahil bi-ma' aqarra bihi filli: .. in sound mind and body, his acts 

being legal, willing, not coerced, forced or constrained, nor ignorant of what he has 
acknowledged in it." 

(4) The object of acknowledgement consisting of: 
(i) A statement that the acknowledger (al-muqirr) had received money from the one for 

whose benefIt the acknowledgement was made (al-muqarr lahu), i.e. the debtor. This is 
usually expressed by a series of three verbs of related meaning: 'annahu qaba~a wa-tasallama 

wa-stawfa min fulan ibn fuliin kaga wa-kaga: .. that he had taken and received in full from 

so-and-so such-and-such ". Sometimes quittances from obligation do not refer directly to 
the receipt ofmoney or goods but rather confirm that the muqirr has no daim ofany nature 
on the muqarr lahu, e.g. ALAD no. 47: 'annahu la l,Iaqq lahu qibalfuliin ibnfulan wa-fulan ibn 

fulân ... [la] gahab wa-la fi44a wa-la dayn wa-la qur4a wa-la wadi'a wa-Ia 'ujra ... .. that he has 

no daim against so-and-so son of so-and-so and so-and-so son of so-and-so ... no gold, no 
silver, no debt, no loan, no deposit, no rent ... " 

(ii) A statement that the muqirr granted a quittance (bara' a) to the muqarr lahu. This 
generally consists of: 

(a) The statement of the release, which is elaborated to include not only the muqarr lahu 

himself but also his descendants and heirs. The muqarr lahu is deared not only from the 
obligation of repayment but also from any obligations attached to the money received. A 
typical formula is: wa-'abra'ahu min jami'ihi wa-man ba'dahu wa-waralatahu wa-min al-yamïn 

'alayhi 'aw 'aM say' minhu: "he released him, and his descendants and heirs, from aIl of it 
and from an oath upon it or upon any part of ir." 

(b) Confirmation that the release was performed in a legally valid manner: barii'atan 

~al,1.fl,1.an barâ'ata qab4 wa-stifa': "with a valid release, a release of receipt in full". 

27 'lqriirii/ are first referred to in the witness formulae of documents from Egypt at the beginning of the third 
century A.H.: Torrey, lAOS, LVI (a.h. ;!O5, sahida 'alil 'iqra<r) fu/iin, read sol), Michaelides P. B 599 (A.H. 225, 
sahidafullin 'ala 'iqrlir fullin). The fmI 'iqriir documents date from the middle of the third century, e,g. APEL 114 

(A,H, 241). 

28 Ki/ab al-st/ra! al-kabir, ed, Wakin, tex t, p. 7. 
29 Sorne documents have: 'it/da st/hûd hâljà a/-kitàb, see ALAD, 203, 
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(5) Confirmation that witnesses testified to the acknowledgement. The usual formula 

for this is wa-suhida 'a/a' iqrarihi bi-ma fihi: "his acknowledgement of what is contained 

herein was witnessed". 

(6) Date. 

(7) Witness clauses. These are always autograph testimonies by accredited witnesses 
('udù/), each consisting of a declaration that the witness has testified to the 

acknowledgement of the content of the document by the muqirr and the muqarr lahu. The 

usual formula is: sahida fu/an ibn fu/an' ala 'iqrar al-muqirr wa-l-muqarr lahu bi-ma fihi: "so

and-so son of so-and-so bore witness to the acknowledgement by the acknowledger and 
the beneficiary of all that is contained he rein ". 

In a few surviving quittance documents from the Fa~imid period the early opening 

formula is attached to the beginning of the 'iqrar, e.g. T -S Ar. 41.99: hada kitab bara'a /j
fulan ibn fulan ... katabathu lahu fulana ibnat fulan wa-' aqarrat /ahu bi-ma fïhi w a:",ashadat lahu 
'a/a da/ika suhad haga a/-kitab... 'annahu la I;aqq /aha qiba/ fulan ibn fu/an ... "This is a 

document of quittance for so-and-so son of so-and-so ... which so-and-so daughter of so

and-50 wrote for him and she acknowledged to him what is contained herein and called 

the witnesses of this document to bear testimony to it for him ... that she has no claim 

on so-and-so son of so-and-so ... ". The witnesses of the document attached autograph 
witnesses clauses with the formula: sahida fulan ibn fu/an 'a/a 'iqrar al-mubri'a bi-ma fï/lÎ fi 
tarikihi: "So-and-so son of so-and-so bore witness to the acknowledged of what is 

contained herein by the woman granting the quittance on its date." 

In the Fa~imid period quittances for receipt of money or goods were occasionally 
presented in the form of a declaration. These documents, unlike the acknowledgements, 

were written in subjective style: yaqü/ fu/an' anni qaba4tu ... wa-'abra'tu; cf. BAU 12 (A.H. 

382) [= CPA 47], ALAD 54 (A.H. 422) and ALAD 55 (A.H. 438). 

From as early as the beginning of the third century A.H. quittances for the receipt of the 

price of an object sold were embedded in the formularies for documents of sale. The 

quittance formula bari'a folan min kada wa-kada 'Ua fu/an is found in the earliest known 

Arabic document of sale dated A.H. 205. In the Fà!imid period the formula of al-Tal}.àwî 

was adopted, which contained the causative form of the verb: wa-'abra'ahu minjami'ihi (see 

above for more details). 
Bara'a documents were issued by government offices on receipt of taxes in the second 

and third centuries A.H.: APEL 197 (A.H. 148), SAPKC 10 (A.H. I94), APEL 191 (third 

century A.H.). By the Fâ~imid period the government offices in Egypt issued documents 

of a different format, which opened ~ul;l;a li-fulan min kada wa-kada "so-and-so has been 
certified clear from such-and-such".30 

30 ALAD nos. 140 -159. 
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